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Trijicon®, Inc. Introduces New TrijiDot™ Fiber Optic Shotgun Sight- The
Ultimate Hi-Visibility Sight For Any Shotgun Application
Wixom, MI – Shotgun shooting isn’t always a point-and-shoot proposition. Many scenarios
require a careful sight picture, leaving standard bead sights in the dark! New for 2011, Trijicon,
the world leader in Brilliant Aiming Solutions™, is excited to offer its first fiber optic bead sight
specifically designed for ribbed-barrel shotguns.
Designed to deliver the ultimate in brightness and durability, the TrijiDot™ Fiber Optic Shotgun
Sight features proprietary Trijicon fiber optics that magnify and focus ambient light to provide a
brilliant aiming point in a wide range of lighting conditions. The moderate-sized 4mm fiber
optic is available in Red or Green and is capped with a protective sapphire lens that helps
distribute light and provides protection from damage and solvents.
The TrijiDot fiber optic is housed in a protective base that’s constructed of aircraft-grade 6061T6 aluminum and features a hard anodized black oxide coating to withstand heavy shotgun
recoil, intense barrel temperatures, and years of extreme use in the field. Installation is easy,
and the sight is mounted using a system of magnets, bead locating pocket, and set screws that
provide the most secure and rugged user-attachment method available. The TrijiDot is
available in a variety of sizes to fit most popular shotgun models with rib widths between .230”
and .400”.
Perfectly suited for a wide range of applications, Trijicon’s new TrijiDot provides a bright
reference point for upland hunters, waterfowlers, turkey hunters and all clay-target shooting
disciplines. The TrijiDot is also the perfect addition to ribbed-barrel shotguns for tactical and
home defense applications.
For more information on Trijicon’s new TrijiDot Fiber Optic Shotgun Sight, and the complete
array of Brilliant Aiming Solutions™ for the hunting, shooting, military and law enforcement
markets, contact Trijicon, Inc. ® at (248) 960-7700 or visit www.trijicon.com.
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